[Primary headaches and the influence of inflammatory diseases of the CNS and their respective immunmodulatory therapy].
Headaches are a well known symptom in systemic or local inflammatory diseases such as pneumonia or meningitis. These headaches may mimic primary headaches and are thought to be generated by inflammatory mediators acting directly on nociceptors or indirectly - via facilitation of neurons. Apart from prostaglandin and nitric oxide also cytokines (TNF-alpha or interleukin-6) may play a role. In primary headaches such as migraine inflammatory mechanisms also have been acclaimed to contribute to pain generation. The recently observed increase of migraine attacks under immunmodulatory therapy in multiple sclerosis has focussed attention on primary headaches in states of altered immunity, for instance in autoimmune disorders like lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, or in patients treated with immunosuppressants. This article describes the standard of knowledge and tries to shed light on possible mechanisms of pain generation in the respective conditions.